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at inside
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a better future”

Elizabeth Warren



Principal’s Message
Dear Parent,

Wow! I have to start with a huge thank you to all of the staff, students and parents who made our very first Iftar and Parent Teacher                                      

Conference a huge success. The reports that have been shared showed so many of our students have made huge progress in the recent                                         

weeks and months and this is down to everyone in our community collectively working together.

Our Teachers will happily share with you a phrase I regularly use, ‘accentuate the positive’. As someone who has worked extensively in the field of Special Needs, I 

know full well how we best respond to information. This is precisely why we have implemented ‘2 stars and a wish’ feedback into all EYFS and Primary lessons. 

Whether you call it hamburger feedback or SID (Strengths, Improvements, Developments as we do in Secondary) the focus is on what we do well, whilst 

acknowledging where we can improve.

Speaking of improvements, SPEA are soon to be bringing a team to our school to highlight our many areas of strength and areas of development. This will take 

place over two days between May 16th and June 16th I will be asking for a group of you to join them at a meeting. They will also be asking for feedback in the form 

of questionnaires from all stakeholders of our school. I do apologise for often bombarding you with questionnaires/Google Forms but the feedback that you, your 

children and your children’s Teachers provide shapes policy and procedure greatly. Without this feedback, we would be unable to have built consensus and meet 

the needs of our rapidly growing community.

Even though the last bank of assessments were undertaken recently, we have to plan for the final set that will happen in June. In addition to the Mock Exams in 

Year 10 and the end of year assessments, all students from Years 4-10 will be completing GL Progress in English, Maths and Science assessments. They are 

scheduled to be completed in the two weeks beginning June 6th and will be completed on computers in our two computer labs. 

I am racking my brain trying to figure out a way in which we can celebrate our many individual and collective achievements in the final term of the year. Owing to 

the rapidly rising temperatures, it may involve something at night if it is indeed outside or a carefully cultivated celebration within school so that as many of our 

school population can be a part of it, as possible. Any suggestions, greatly appreciated!

Now that we are moving towards ‘post pandemic’ this means that greater focus can be shared on collaborative learning for our students, inside and outside of class 

bubbles. New guidance states that we do not have to wear face masks outside and this means that we can start to look at the many innovative ways in which we 

Teach and Learn. There are countless ways in which we illicit the best possible learning and we have to be focussed on making it as social and fun as possible.

Ramadan Kareem and when the appropriate time comes, Eid Mubarak.

Yours in education,

Mr. Philip



Events at Alrowad



April News Letter

The month of April had a lot of exciting activities for students in Al 
Rowad British Private School. The students enjoyed different activities 

in Literacy, Math and Understanding of the world.

Follow me as we look at some of the exciting learning which took place 
in the early years section!



Literacy
In literacy, the students had fun with their suffixes and diagraphs as they 
learned new words  adding to their reading skills.



Saving the planet
The lesson about saving the environment was so interesting  for year 1 (one) 
students as they learned how to sort out trash, Here are the Highlights;



Understanding of the World
In science, year 1(one) students had fun exploring and discovering different 
materials with their properties.



Math
Year 1(one) student were excited to learn about patterns and counting in 5’s 
in their math lesson.



Math activities
Year 2 Students learning how to measure different objects by using  scale, measuring tape and their hand
Year 3, practicing column addition
Year 10 Students are busy in solving algebraic expressions
Year 7 is helping each other to simplify algebraic expression
Year 8 is solving quizzes challenging problems in groups



English activities
Year 3 learning to join some words and sentences using conjunctions
Year 7 girls are creating story mountain
Year 9 is busy in solving contractions and apostrophe
Year 10 boys are learning idioms use for travel and colours



Science activities
Year 5A learning different layers of different gases of the earth
Year 6A Recognizing the living things that have changed over time
Year 7 is learning about the arrangement of electrons in noble gases
Year 9 is busy in solving the Science quizzes



ICT &ART activities



Coming up!!

Our students in Al Rowad British Private School are looking 
forward to another exciting month of May full of fun and 

learning!!

Eid Mubarak!!
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